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Radio Propagation in Ice	

•  Index of refraction in 

South Pole ice not 
uniform (firn layer)	


•  Spherical wave 
reconstruction: large 
systematic zenith angle 
errors	


•  Full ray-tracing code used 
for simulation; slow for 
reconstruction	
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Beamforming-based Reconstruction	

•  All-sky beamforming for 

directional reconstruction	

–  arXiv:1404.5285	

–  discrete tables of ray-

tracing solutions	

–  only two distances	


•  Goal: full ray-trace-based 
beamformed 
reconstruction 	

–  speed up beamforming 

with GPUs	

–  smoothly interpolated 

raytrace solutions for fast 
time-delay lookup	
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Figure 4: An example of a interferometric map used for reconstruc-
tion. This event is a calibration pulser and reconstructs well to the
appropriate location in this 30 m inteferometric map where the corre-
lation value is high (dark blue).

For each 1�⇥1� bin, we sample the correlation function
for each pair of antennas at the delay expected for that
source direction and distance, and form the summed
cross-correlation that is entered on the map. We de-
fine the reconstruction direction to be the location of the
peak in the correlation map. Based on the calibration
pulser events, our pointing resolution on the RF direc-
tion is ⇠ 1�.

Based on the reconstruction map generated by the
interferometric reconstruction technique just described,
we decide whether the map is of good quality in terms of
pointing directionality. When the signal is coming from
one specific location and generates a consistent pattern
of waveforms across multiple channels, the reconstruc-
tion map will point back to the direction of the source lo-
cation. A set of Reconstruction Quality Cuts ensure that
the event can be characterized by a single well-defined
pointing direction that does not have an overly broad
spot size on the map. Thermal noise events will not ex-
hibit this strong well-defined peak in an interferometric
map. The Reconstruction Quality Cuts also require that
any strong correlation is not found only in a single bin
on the map with no other comparable sized correlation
values nearby. This would not be consistent with the
antenna and electronics responses of the detector.

The Reconstruction Quality Cuts are based on an area
surrounding the peak correlation where the correlation
remains high, Apeak, and the total area on the map show-
ing high correlations, Atotal. We first find the 85% con-
tour surrounding the point of peak correlation and the
area of that contour in square degrees is Apeak. The to-
tal area on the map that shows a correlation higher than
85% of the maximum correlation value is called Atotal.
The first Reconstruction Quality Cut condition requires
the size of Apeak to be greater than 1 deg2 and less than
50 deg2. The minimum of that range is the area of a
single bin on the map, due to individual time bins in the

waveforms. The 50 deg2 was chosen because in a distri-
bution of Apeak from cal pulser events, it was ⇠ 2� away
from the mean of the distribution at ⇠ 30 deg2. The
choice of the 85% level for the contour was somewhat
arbitrary. A di↵erent choice would have led to a di↵er-
ent maximum allowed Apeak. Note that the area of the
85% contour around the peak is not the same as the reso-
lution of the reconstruction. Instead, the area of the con-
tour is related to the width of the readout impulse. The
second condition for the Reconstruction Quality Cut re-
quires the ratio between Atotal and Apeak to be less than
1.5. This means that only one reconstruction direction
dominates the map.

Each event is separated into VPol and HPol channels.
A VPol or HPol channel is required to pass these two
Reconstruction Quality Cut conditions in the 3000 m
maps. For the purpose of tabulating results, the rest of
the cuts are applied to VPol and/or HPol channels sep-
arately after the Reconstruction Quality Cut. The cuts
applied to each polarization are the same and for any
event, one or both channels may pass the cuts.

A set of Geometric Cuts reject events that reconstruct
to locations where background due to anthropogenic
noise is expected to be high, either where there is known
human activity or where signals reconstruct to the same
location repeatedly. See Fig. 9. The reconstructed direc-
tions used for this cut are derived using the interferomet-
ric reconstruction technique described above. Events
that reconstruct to South Pole Station (SPS) are rejected.
This area covers a region of -153� and -119� in az-
imuthal angle. Events that reconstruct to within a box
in zenith and azimuth centered around the location of a
calibration pulser are also rejected (see below). Addi-
tionally, we reject regions where where multiple events
reconstruct after several other cuts have been applied.
This removes signals originating from unknown but re-
peating sources. Neutrino events are not expected to
originate from the same position repeatedly. The events
targeted by these Geometric Cuts, other than the cali-
bration pulser events, may all be coming from sources
at SPS as one of the best reconstructing directions is
generally pointing toward SPS.

Three repeating locations were identified in the Inter-
ferometric Map Analysis, two in the VPol 30 m map,
and another on the VPol 3 km map. The events recon-
structing to a repeating location in the Vpol 30 m map
are characterized as “near surface” events as they ap-
pear to come from a point near the surface of the ice
at ✓ ⇡ +40� relative to the station center. The two lo-
cations in the VPol 30 m map reject the same type of
event where the best reconstructed location can be ei-
ther of two locations depending on the strength of the

8

calibration pulser,	

 ARA Testbed	


tabulated raytrace time delays (C. Pfendner)	
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Spline-Fitted Raytrace Tables	

•  Smoothly interpolating many-dimensional tables solved for 

IceCube (B-splines)	

–  photospline [CPC 184, 2214 (2013)]	


•  Technical challenges	

–  discontinuities due to firn shadow, air/ice boundary	

–  reflected solutions in addition to direct ray (deferred)	

–  solution: cylindrical coordinates + multi-step table lookup	
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Firn Boundary Spline Table	

2D-‐spline	  fit	  firn	  boundary	  

Firn boundary table: fast determination if source / 
receiver solution possible	
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Cylindrical Raytrace Table	
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•  Produce raytrace table���
 t ( r, ztarget, zsource) ���
using ray solver (C. Weaver)���
	

•  For smooth spline fit, 
linearly extrapolate past firn 
shadow boundary���
 	

•  Time delays beyond 
shadow boundary will be 
discarded  as previously 
described	


M.-Y. Lu	
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Example raytrace spline fits	


source in air : table points with fit	
 source in-ice: 2D residuals	
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Errors relative to raytracer	

random sources in air	
 random sources in ice	


Agreement of in-air tables excellent; 	

some outliers in ice (known issue with spline fits)	


M. Beydler	
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Aside: minor AraSim bug	

•  Large raytrace errors for sources just above firn surface (0 < z 

< ~1 m) when target is in the ice	

–  could impact surface pulser analysis / simulation	


•  Patch sent to OSU	


before fix	
 after fix	
 M. Beydler	
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radiospline Performance	


Method	   Average	  computa6on	  6me	  	  
/	  ray	  (ms)	  

AraSim	  raytracer	   0.21	  

radiospline	   0.00037	  

Random source/target locations (2.3 GHz Core i7)	


Spline lookup+evaluation is > 500 times faster	

than full raytrace calculation	
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Status and Next Steps	

•  Current version has sufficient accuracy for interferometry ���

(see talk by M.-Y. Lu)	

	

•  Rerun in-ice fits with more spline knots	


–  technical challenges: requires ~50GB of RAM and a different linear 
algebra library	


•  Fully decouple from IceCube repository	

–  photospline is published but hidden behind CPC paywall	


•  Improve documentation, self-testing	


•  Release on WIPAC GitHub and/or ARA SVN	


•  What to do about 2nd solution (reflected ray?)	
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